I.
Introduction:
The concepts of a -ring was first by Nodusawa [5] in 1964. Now a day his -ring is called a -ring in the sense of Nobusawa this -ring is generalized by W.E.Barnes [1] in a broad sense that served now-a day to call -ring Let M and  be additive abelian groups, if there exists a mapping M x x MM: (x,,y) xy which satisfies the following conditions ,for all a,b,cM and ,:
We writ [ , ]  for xy -yx. Recall that a -ring M is called prime if aMb = 0 implies a=0 or b=0and it is called semiprime if aMa = 0 implies a=0 ,a -ring M is called commutative if [ , ]  = 0 for all x,yM and ,Bresar and Vakman [2] have introduced the notion of a reverse derivation, the reverse derivation on semi prime rings have been studied by Samman and Alyamani [6] and K.KDey, A.IC.Paul, I.S.Rakhimov [3] have introduced the concepts of reverse derivation on -ring as an additive mapping d from M in to M is called reverse derivation if d(xy) = d(y)x + yd(x), for all x,yM ,and we consider an assumption (*) by xyz = xyz for all x,y,zU,,, where U is ideal of -ring.
Taking the above as assumption (*) the basic commutate identities reduce to
  for all x,y,zU and for all , which are used extensively in our results C.J.S.Reddy and K.Hemavathi [4] studied the right reverse derivation on prim ring and we extend in this paper the results mentioned above to prime -rings case
II. The Main Results:
In this section we introduce the main results of this paper we begin with the following theorem:
Theorem ( 
Adding and subtracting d(y)d(x)x
Replace y by cy where cZ(M) and using equation (5) we get, 
